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Develop your ability to think strategically, analyze the competitive environment, and recommend 
firm positioning and value creation. In this course, we will explore the underlying theory and

frameworks that provide the foundations of a successful business strategy and provide the tools you 
need to understand that strategy for a profitable growth in competitive market.

MARKET SEGMENTATION:
What is market segmentation? At its most basic level, the term “market segmentation” refers to
subdividing a market along some commonality, similarity, or kinship. That is, the members of a market 
segment share something in common.
The purpose of segmentation is the concentration of marketing energy and force on the subdivision
((or the market segment) to gain a competitive advantage within the segment. There are three primary 
methods of segmenting the market.

Segmentation by Description
— age, gender, income, family size 
— is relatively simple, as it's easy to 
identify people in different seg-
ments.

Behavioral Segmentation
breaks the market down by the
reasons people spend money, such 
as security, brand loyalty or a desire 
to impress. These segments are 
harder to identify, but
ttargeting them can be more
effective. 

Benefit Segmentation
looks at the benefits people think 
they can from
particular products, but this can be 
very hard to identify.
MMany marketers combine all three 
approaches. Other breakdowns focus 
on time (targeting sales to holidays 
or special events), geography (where 
do customers live?) or distribution 
channel (different name brands for 
different stores, for
eexample).
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Whom to Target?
After you have the segmentation data, you have to decide which segments to target. It's better to be more specific 
than less. It's easier to target, say, "pregnant single mothers attending college" than "pregnant women." Choosing 
precise segments lets you tailor your advertising with equal precision.

Analyzing Consumer Demand
AAlong with identifying the demographics and psychographics of the target market, a segment strategy should also 
take into account the consumer demand. Sometimes, all potential customers within a given target market will have 
similar wants and needs for products. This is usually true for staple products such as bread, eggs and water. More 
likely, however, there will be clusters or smaller "sub-targets" that demand variation in a company's product offer-
ings. Your business might sell automobiles, for instance. But without a clear idea of the consumer demand, you 
won't know whether to sell family-sized cars, luxury cruisers or sport pickups.

The Heterogenous Approach
Another approach to target market segment strategy is to focus on meeting the wants and needs of several different 
sub-targets. This is called the heterogenous approach, because it taps into the differences between consumer de-
mands. Segmenting the market into bite-sized chunks allows your company to cater to individuals. While your 
business might specialize in luxury automobiles, for instance, it may have a policy of helping any customer who 
walks through the door to find an affordable car even if they're not in the luxury target.

STRATEGIES FOR REACHING TARGET MARKETS: Selecting and Executing a Strategy

Positioning: a marketing strategy that emphasizes serving a specific market segment by achieving a certain position 
in buyers’ minds 

Positioning map: graphic illustration that shows differences in consumers’ perceptions of
competing products  

Reposition: marketing strategy to change the position of its product in consumers’ minds relative to the positions of 
competing products
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Industry Analysis (Porter’s Five Forces Analysis)
Industry analysis—also known as Porter’s Five Forces Analysis—is a very useful tool for business strategists. It is 
based on the observation that profit margins vary between industries, which can be explained by the structure of 
an industry.The framework for the Five Forces Analysis consists of these competitive forces:

  Industry rivalry (degree of competition among existing firms)—intense competition leads to
  reduced profit potential for companies in the same industry

    Threat of substitutes (products or services)—availability of substitute products will limit you 
  ability to raise prices

  Bargaining power of buyers—powerful buyers have a significant impact on prices

  Bargaining power of suppliers—powerful suppliers can demand premium prices and limit  
  your profit

  Barriers to entry (threat of new entrants)—act as a deterrent against new competitors

Industry analysis as a tool to develop a competitive strategy
IIndustry analysis enables a company to develop a competitive strategy that best defends against the competitive 
forces or influences them in its favour. The key to developing a competitive strategy is to understand the sources of 
the competitive forces. By developing an understanding of these competitive forces, the company can:

  Highlight the company’s critical strengths and weaknesses (SWOT analysis).

  Animate its position in the industry.

  Clarify areas where strategic changes will result in the greatest payoffs.

  Emphasize areas where industry trends indicate the greatest significance as either 
    opportunities or threats.
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Barriers to entry act as a deterrent against new competitors. They serve as a defensive
mechanism that imposes a cost element to new entrants, which incumbents do not have to bear. 
We need to understand any barriers to entry for our business and market for two key reasons:

  New products might seek to enter a business with high barriers to entry. Doing so would put 
  the new product at a significant disadvantage that is difficult to overcome.

  New products  that become market leaders must understand how to protect their position by 
    building barriers to entry .
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WORKSHEET
(Strategy in Competitive Market)
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Strategies/Goals/Objectives

Strategic Marketing Actions

Goals Action needed
to achieve goal

Promotional resources needed,
delivery method, etc.

Promotion
Techniques

Goals Objectives Key StrategiesOutcome
(how much of what by when)
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Assessing Target Audiences
Take a look at the groups of people you serve and what they need:

Planning and Implementation Marketing Mix

Target Audiences

Ideal Marketing Mix Market Segment- 1 Market Segment- 2 Market Segment- 3

Needs of theirs that we can fulfill


